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The merit oJ: the superheterodyne is that it provides the convenience of
amplifying at a fixed frequency. This is a big &dvantage from the st&ndpoints
of constant gain and constant selectivity. Additionally, since the I.F.
frequency is generally lower than the band covered, stable gain is more easily
achieved and greater selectivity can be obtcined with the same operating Q's.
Finally, with all signals converted to a single frequency, it is possible tc
employ, ~Ihen necessary, very sophisticated circuitry that would be quite impos-
sible to implement otherwise. Some examples of this are crystal and mechanical
fil ters, Q roultipliers, synchronous detectors with "I" and "Q" charL.'1els, ptase
locked loops, etc. .

The superheterodyne, hoHever, is anything but an unmitigated blessing. In
the process of providing the desired res:.;l t, it has in effect become a comb
fil ter, responding not only to the desired signal but to a multitude of spurious
ones as well. The basic nature of the f,;eq,-,ency conversion process requires
that a non-linear device be present to accomplish it. This takes the form of
the usual mixer. The mixer is normally biased near cut-off and the applied
oscillator vol tage causes the current in the mixer output to flow in class
"c" pulses rather than sine waves. 'fhe result, of course, is an output current
rich in harmonics of the oscillator frequency. In E.ddi tion. undesired signals
present at the ",ixer that are strong enough to experience significMt non-
lineari ty also produce harmonics. It is then possible for harmonics of strong
undesired signals to beat with the harmonics of the desired oscillator
frequency and some combinations will produce the 455 ko I.F. These are called
spurious responses.

Another "spurious signal" that does not depend on harmonic production is
the image response. This is merely the mirror image of the signal. Both
signals produce a 455 kc LF. frequency; the desired signal because it is 455
kc lower in frequency than the oscillator and the image because it is 455 kc
hi.:her. The image frequency is therefcre 910 kc hig:oer than the signal. Ii'
the receiver is detuned slightly, so the oscillator frequency moves, say, in '"
direction to decrease the LF. frequency produced by the desired signal; a
little thought will ",ake it clear that the LF. frequency due to the image
will then increase. This is Hhy, when tuning through a signal with image ir.ter-
ference, a beat note of varying pitch will be produced. Beat notes Hill also
be produced when spurivus responses caused by harmonic combine,tions are
present. In this case, the tuning of the beat through t!:e audible range will
become sharper depending on the order of the hamonics invc 1ved.

Another form of superheterodyne interference should be men;;ioned in
passing and this is generally referred to as 910 tweet or 1365 tweet,
corresponding to the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of the 455 kc LF. In the strong,
signal case, these are produced in the mixer but more generally it is a weak
signal phenomenon and the culprit is, then, the signal detector. Since this
is also a non-linear device, harmonics of the I.F. frequency are produced and
if any stray cou.,ling exists between the diode circuitry and the receiver
input, signals at these two frequencies will be applied to the input and beat
with any desired signals that may arrive. bgain, the mechanism involved
produces a variable beat during the tuning process. Additionally, if the I.F.
feedback is intense, the receiver will become unstable at these tHO frequencies.

Cross modulation and intermodulation &:::-Gnot exclusively superhetercdyne
phenomena so will not be considered in this paper.

Since the exact mechanism of spurious response prodliction is frec;uently
misunderstood, perhaps a few specific exampl~s involvinG fictitious situations
may be helpful:

Lister.er #1 in Scr.Gnectady, N.Y. has a strong Ivcal, \!GY, on 610 ;:0. He
finds reception difficulties beca~se of this station with I.IORin II.Y.C. on 710
kc; \-iSB, Atlanta, on 750; I/J.BC, B.Y.C. on 770; and 10031-1,Buffalo, on 1520.
Let's take a look at this: When tuned to I-IOR(710), his oscillator frequency
is 455 kc higher or 1165 kc. The second harmonic of I-IGYis 2 x 810 or 1620 kc
a..'1d this beats with the oscillator frequency of 1165 to produce a difference
frequency of 455 kc. The others-

I!SB-750. f(osc). 750 + 455 8 1205. 8 times 810 -6480.
5 times 1205 - 6025. 6480 - 6025 = 455.

!
,"'[ABC-770.I f(osc) = 770 + 455 - 1225. 5 ti:res 1225 = 6125.

7 times 810 - 5670. 6125 - 5670 = 455.

f(osc) = 1520 + 455 = 1975. 3 times810 8 2430.

2430 - 1975 - 455.
\.['(:1311-1520.

A second listener lives in Fort Hayne, Indiana, and he has a strong loca"
"mHO, on 1190 kc. This interferes ,,;ith KXOK, St. Louis, on 630; l.rr'.AS, LcuisvillE',
on 640; I.JAVE,Louisville, on 970; ~J'IBZ,Kansas City, en 960; \'ICS1, ColU!JJbus,on
1010; ](J~OX,St. Leuis, on 1120; >!HUT, Anuerson, on 1470; and KXEL, .laterloo,
Iowa, on 1540:

JCXOK-630.
.,".AS-640.
l'IAVE-970
KJ>\BZ-980
I-ICSI-IOIO.
!\MOX-1l20.
I-IHUT-1470.
KXEL-1540.

fo 8 1065.
fo 8 1295.
fo 8 1425.
fo = 1435.
fo - 1465.
fo - 1575.
fo . 1925.
fo = 1995.

Finally, a DXerin Santallonica, California, has to contend with KDAYon 15CO
kc. This interferes with.r,'IA~, Chicago, on 670; h'SB, Atlar,ta, on 750; !\31F, Fro-sno,
on 900; IICn, Chicago on 1000; KPAY, C:-,ico, or. 1060; KEZY, A.'1aheim, on 1190; ,:S:iC',
Santa Rosa, on 1350; and lCBBQ,Burbank, on 1500.

7 x 1085 = 7595.
II x 1190 = 9520.
7 x 1425 - 9975.
4 x 1190 - 4760.
9 x 1190 = 10710.
7 x 1190 = 6330.
2 x 1190 = 2380.
5 x 1995 - 9975.

6 x 1190 - 7140. 7595 - 7140 = 455.
7 x 1295 = 9065. 9520 - 9065 . 455.
8 x 1190 = 9520. 9975- 9520= 455.
3 x 1435 = 4305. 4760 - 4305 = 455.
7 x 1465 = 10255. 10710- 10255- 455.

5 x 1575 = 7675. 8330 - 7675 = 455.
2380-1925 = 455.
8 x 1190 = 9520. 9975 - 9520 - 455.

\iJ'IAQ-670.

IISB-750.
KBIF-900.
IICFL-lOOO.

KPAY-1O60.

KEZY-1l90.
KSRO-1350.
KBBQ-1500,

fo = 1125.
fo - 1205.
fo - 1355.
fo - 1455.
fo - 1515.
f - 1645.
fo - 1805.
fo = 1955.0

Now, in order to get into all this trouble, these guys must have had
pretty lousy receivers. Actually, the fictitious easterner had a 5175 transistor
all-wave portable with 6 spread bands, 2 police bands, aircraft, F!1, and a
broadcast band - such as it was!

The Llidwesterner used an expensive communications receiver that had seem-
inglyendleas spread bands along with BFO,crystal filters, "Q"-multiplier,
noise limiter, and including facilities for handling DSB, SSE, CW,and RTTY.
It also had a broadcast band but it was added, begrudgingly, at the insistence
of the marketing people who thought they should have their fair share of this
market e.lso.

And, finally, the Californian "as the Ol,ner of a high-priced, digitized job
with broadband input that displayed his frequency for him accurate to 6 places c>ut
he blew his bankroll on thl? set "nd coronot e.cford tioc pl'esele~tor th.-:.t they !1.s>::::.

tell lam is necessary if he "ants to h",." ",uch of "-'1~'t"in;;.
In the con~ext of the broadcast bcr.d :)j.er, all t""se sets &':::-E;bad - L."t !.ut

cheap! If the s:.:perheterod;yne's prcble!:'.s cannot be sch'ed by spending b~e "..cc.ey "'1'
available products, let us exa:nine ,,:tat hE.s to be done. Obviously, if We rGtain t;oe
superheterod~'!1e, a mixer is required and this means oscillator harmcnics are inevi t-
eble. The solution, then, is to prevent allundesired signals froc reaching ti,e
mixerto combine "ith these harmonicI'. and this may require essentially duplicating
normal superheterodyne selectivity in the form of-tuned R.F. preselection. Should
this prove necessary, was the superheterodyne a bad deal from the start?

Since the early 1930's, the superheterodyne has been the standard circuit for
radio reception virtually ur.~hallenged to the present time. There are three reascns
why the Till' or "straight" circuit could not cocpete.

si!::ple image. 1580 - 1125 = 455.
3 x 1205 = 3615. 2 x 1560 a 3160. 3615 - 3160 - 455.
5 x 1355 = 6775. 4 x 1580 . 6320. 6775 - 6320 - 455.
9 x 1455 - 13095. 8 x 1560 a 12640. 13095- 12640= 455.
7 x 1515 = 10605. 7 X 1580 = 11060. 11060- 10605= 1,55.
7 x 1645 a 11515. 7 x 1580 - 11060. 11515- 11060 . 455.
6 x 1560 - 9480. 5 x 1605 - 9025. 9480 - 9025 - 455.
4 x 1560 a 6320, 3 x 1955 - 5665. 6320 - 5865 - 455.

A.
The Till' set is too broad at the high frequency end of the band. This is easil;,'
explained. The nature of coils is that their "Q" tends to remain constant over
a given tuning range. "Q" equals the operating frequency divided by the ~db
bandwidth ("Q" equals f/BW). Consequently, as tr.e frequency increases, the
bandwidth will also increase because "Q" remains constant. Since it is difficult
to obtain hiciher opel'atiIlb "Q" 's than 100, the sin.;le st::;;e bendwidth (SB',I)
at 1600 kc equals 1600/100 = 16 kc. For cascaded s:rnchronously tuned single
circui ts, the overall bandwidth is related (approx.) to the single stage band-
width, \<here N is the number of stages, as follows: BW - SBW. 1.2x square root
of N. Accordingly, for 3 stages, BW= 16 + 1.2 x square root of ~ - 7.7 kc.
rt is necessary to remember that this is only the 3db bandwidth; the 6db band-
\<idth would be even broader. It further assumes that the stages recain perfectly
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aligned, a ludicrous assumption in view of the drift propensities of too usual
mica trilJill'.ers that represent a significant portion of the total circuit capaci-
t2nce at the higher frequencies. Incongruously, at the lower frequencies,
alignment is more likely to be preserved since the much more stable capaci t2nce
of the 2ir dielectric main section predominates. Additionally, perfect initial
alignment can be expected only at the alignment frequency 'Ihich might be 1500
kc. A good air gang is tracked to 1%. This means that at other frequencies
than 1500 kc, the capacitance may be off the C;L""Veas much as 1% or the fre~:.:e"o~'
may be off as much as~. This &;;1C=-cs to a pcssible ILisalignwEcnt of B kc a"t
1600 kc and 7 kc at 1400 kc. \-lith these possibilities for a staggered align-
ment, instead of a synchronous one, it is qui t8 obvious that a "straight" se"t,
as conventially constructed, is ill equipped to cope with the broadcast band
radio spectrum from a selectivity standpoint.

B. The gain of a TRF stage is normally not constant over the tuning range. COrls:,:ot
gaiT. is a necessity if several stages are cascaded or the situation rapidly
gets out of hand. For instance, if the gain of a single stage varies 3 to 1,
the gain of 3 stages would vary 27 to I, 4 stages 81 to 1, etc. The reason for
this variation is the impedance of the tuned circuit. This is equal to QX. As
noted above, the "Q" remains substantially constant. The reactance, hO\;ever,
varies linearly with frequency. For the usual case, where the capacitance is
varied to provide the tuning, it is convenient to look at the fixed element -
the inductance. Since the inductive and capacitative reactances are equal at
resonance, we do have this option. The reactance of an inductance increases

linearly with frequency ( ~ - 2 pi f L), so the impedance and gain increasein this manner also.
C. Basic overall stability problems limit the maximum sensitivity that can be

utilized. The screen grid tube minimized the feedback problems experienced
with interelectrode capacitance. Ho>lever, the straight set had a bas~c prob12m
with the tuning gang. This brought the individual tuned circuits in close
proximity ~Iith considerable capacitance coupling beh:een the leads going to "the
gang and between the stator sections themselves. In addition, considerable
ccc,oon coupling between circuits was introduced by it:e ccr:"",on rotor asser.-.bl;,'
vf the gang shaft, wipers, ball bearings , etc. Since the gain pcr stabe ',,:~~
nn:nally 20 to 30 db, the problem of Y.ce:rin~ " hiGh perfoT:""nce d('~ic;n
of this type st~ble was considerable. Tcward the end of the TP.F era, e::t!'el1e>..
ela1:,c,rate shielding waf! used with each stage individually confined i,',-.Ii sep"rate
shield box. Unfortunately, this resulted in a very expensive receiver and :.t
could not compete economically with the superheterodyne.

'I'h!, electronic environment has changed so significantly since the 1930's, how-
ever, that another look at the straight set is in order. Of particular importance
in this respect are the transistor and varactor. Let us look at these briefly.

The transistor is really a fantastic device that has a mutual conductance (G )
of 40,000 micromhos at 1 milliampere, compared with a tube (or FET) which has m
,a mutual conductance of only 4000 micromhos at 10 milliamperes. Since the gain of
an amplifying stage is equal to G Z, where Z is the load impedance, it is obvious

- that the transistor can supply a ~iven gain with a much lower load impedance than
can a tube or FET. Accordingly, resistance coupled stages with flat gain over the
broadcast band are feasible and make it possible to separate the amplification and
selectivi ty functions. By locating the selectivity first, using just enough stage
gain to preserve the signal-to-noise ratio (1. 5 for exaI:lple) , and then adding the
required amplification in the form of an untuned broad~and amplifier, prcvides the
ideal arrangement from the standpoints of low spurious responses, cross modulation,
etc. In other words, strong nearby signals are attenuated more than they are a",pli-
fied as they proceed through the amplifier, thus confining the major non-linearity
to the first stage. A broadband amplifier as noted above is not feasible with tutes
or PETs. These require 10 times the load resistance to provide the stage gain com-
pared with that required by a transistor. In the practical case, the load resistor
then becomes so large that the various shunt capaci tanceB become a significant part
of the effective load and introduce a serious gain slope that is inversely related
to frequency.

New let us take a preliminary look at the varactor. This is a reverse-biased
diode which has the property of ch/U18ing its capacitance as the reverse bias is
varied. They are typically the size of an ordinary glass signal diode and the abrupt
junction variety have been around for a number of years. The possible cap'-citance
variation with this construction is typically 3 to 1 with a 1 to 10 volt bias chaDge.
Since a 9 to 1 capacitance variation is necessary to cover the broadcast band, a
varactor variation of about twice this or, say, 20 to 1 would be necessary because
of the stray minimum capacitance that exists in the trimmer, coil, leads, etc. By
using a hyper-abrupt fabricating process, this required capacitance variation can
be obtained with a 1 to 10 volt bias variation.

Varactor diodes suitable for tuning the broadcast band are manufactured by
~!otorola, ITT (Intermetal), 1".a.tushita, Siemens, and others. As a matter of fact,
Matushita (Panasonic) has had two radio models on the market for several years with
the broadcast band tuned by varactors. As we shall presently observe, the hyper-
abrupt junction varactor offers interesting possibilities for making a practical
TiiF or "straight" receiver.

It was previously noted that a TRF receiver consisting of several tuned stazcs
has a basic stability problem due to the common condenser gang. !\y employing
varactors instead: (1) the long gang leads are eliminated; (2) the stator capacita-
tive cross-couplings are eliminated; (3) the coupling problems in the common shaft
are eliminated and; (4) the tremendous reduction in size eliminates any possibility
of significant radiation resistance being present which did exist with the large
stator plate assemblies of the condenser gang. Further, by using very low stage
gain between the tuned circuits and obtaining the major amplification with a
resistance coupled sub-amp not only are the spurious response and cross-modulation
problems improved but a completely stable basic amplification system is provided.

With the stability problem solved, let us examine the problem of providing
constant bandwidth over the tuning ranse. Bya simple transposition of the basic
"Q" relation given previously, we have, BH - f/Q. Obviously, then, to obtain con-
stant bandwidth, the Q should vary linearly with frequency. Since our maximum Q is
lCO, this should apply at the high frequency end of the band and provis ior.
should be made to have it reduce linearly ss the frequency decreasee. This
is not really difficult.
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Consider the circuit of Figure 1. If r represents the total circuit
resistance, Q would equal X/r. Since, as noted previously, the capacita-
tive reactance and inductive reactance are equal at'resonance, we .ill
exercise our option and select the fixed one to consider as a matter of
convenience. As we know, XL = 2 pi f 1, so the reactance of the coil will
increase linearly with the frequency and r will remain constant, so Q will
also increase linearly with frequency which is the condition we desire.

When we try out this circuit and measure its performance we find that
the bandwidth no longer varies 3 to 1 ~ver the band as it did previously,
but it is not constant, either. The reason for this is that r does not
represent the entire circuit resistance. There are dielectric, magnetic
and leakage losses that are effectively in parallel with the tuned circuit
and these have an effect on the bandwidth variation which opposes the rela-
tion we desire. If this is not clear, a shunt resistor has the greatest
loading effect at the frequency where the tuned circuit impedance is highest
and this is at the high frequency end of the band since Z =QX.

It is not difficult to correct for this, empirically, with the circuit
of Figure 2. Suppose we pick a value of C having a reactance equal to r
at 540 kc. Wethen increase r to givethe same Q as before at this freq-

G .
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uency. At the high end of the band, however, the reactance of C is so much
lower than r that the effect of r in lowering the Q is negligible. By cut-
and-try, using this technique, it is no problem to find values of rand C
that provide a constant bandwidth over the entire Be band.
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exceeds conventional superheterodyne performance. The attenuation 20 kc
removed exceeds 60 db and the response to channels further removed is n~1.
Using a similar pre-selector as a head-end for a superheterodyne designed
to provide the sophisticated addi honal performance required for DXing ")Quld
combine the necessary advanced features that can only be provided at a fixed
frequency with a complete freedom from spurious responses possible only with
a straight tu."led R.F.

This laboratory is currently in the process of designing and developing
a receiver for broadcast band DXing and this work on a multi-stage varactor
tuned straight receiver was part of the 'IOrk to determine if such a sophisti-
cated design would be practical for the head-end of the superhetE:rodyne under
development.

Early writers and investigators were intrigued by the possibility of
cross modulation in these devices, particularly at the low frequency end of
the band where the varactor bias voltage is low. Circuits were often sho.m
with back-to-back varactor connection to minimize the effect. More recently,
however, quantitative information is at hand and the situation is as follows:
This information is supplied by ITT for their BA16:3 varactor. The worst
voltages for cross modulation are 1 and 4 volts. At these points a .:35 volt
rms signal, 10C% modulated, "ill produ:e 1% cross modulation on a weuer
signal. To put this in perspective, consider, for instance, a varactor tuned
loop and that the loop is directly connected to a tube amplifier. liow.:35
volts rms is .49 volts half-peak or .98 volts peak-to-peak, unmodulated.
\~,en 10Q%modulated, the maximum peak-to-peak voltage would be twice this or
1.96 volts. 1<0'01a tube is normally biased at 1 volt to place the operating
point in the cer.ter of the linear part of the input characteristic, so a 2
volt peak-to-peak signal would begin to draw grid current on positive excur-
sions and with negative peaks begin to drive into the conjestion type non-
linearity that occurs at the higher bias voltages. It is obvious, therefore,

thatthe tube would cross-modulate at virtually the same time that the varactor
does and at all frequencies, not just the ones corresponding to a 1 volt and
4 volt bias. We have concluded, therefore, and experienced circuit designers
in this area have confirmed our conclusion that cross-modulation is not a

basic problem in the use of these devices.

The varactor's bigproblemand the one that has received a lot of effort
in thislaboratory is tracking. It is necessary to remember that an air
gang is a mechanical assembly, where close tolerancescanbe heldon all the
pieces making up the final assembly. Even with such precision, however,
the final product will not meet the Y;'; tolerance on tracking. A final opera-
tion is to manually "wins" the outside plates of each section to provide the
necessary tracking accuracy. This requires a high level of skill or. the pan
of the operator performing the task.

. The varactor, by comparison, is constructed from a number of complicated
d~ffus~ons .hat are necessary to provide the large capacitance variation
required. Individual units, in the context of the required accuracy vary
significantly not only in the slope but curve shape as well. Since no oppor-
tuni ty to improve matters by pruning the finished product exists, a grouping
technique is necessary. Host if not all vendors intend todo this by computer
but, to date, progr&.l!'Jning difficul tiesremain'. This laboratory has succeeded
in obtaining perfect tracking of a 6 varactor TRF preselector but the process
is tedious. It involves (1) trimming the high frequency end, (2) varying the
inductance to obtain a track to 1400 kc, (3) varying the maximum voltage
applied to the varactor to track to 1000 kc, (4) varying the minimum vol tage
to trackto 700 kc and, 5) pad the circuit to track the low end. Since all
these adjustments are interdependent,eachtimeone is varied, thecomplete
sequence must be repeated.

By initially selecting reasonably close units before the abcve process
is started, perfect tracking is obtained. The lOibor involved, ho,,'ever,
mili tates against the procedure being prac tical at this timein a mass produced
receiver. On a semi- custom-built 'oasis it is co:npletely feasible and, of
course, a broadcast receiver. designed especially for DX reception"ould be
a low production product b~' necessity anyway. Such a set cannotbe cheap but
nei ther are available communication receivers cheap and they have only
rudimentary preselection.

3Perhaps it wouldbe nice to report that having made the bandwidth
constant the stage gain 'lOuld oblige by becoming constant also. 1<0 such
luck, however. Stage gain, you will recall, is equsl to GmZwhere Z is
the output load. This load is a tapped down replica of the tuned circuit
impedance. 'Ihe tuned circuit impedance is QX. If we examine this in the
light of our bandwidth equalling process, we see thatQ now increases
linearly with frequency and so does X with the result that the gain instE:ad
of varying 3 to lover the band now varies 9 to 1. Thsnks, however, to the
varactor we can linearize the gain very simply with the circuit of Figure 3.
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Figure3

Varactor, V, and capacitor, C2, form a voltage divider network to pro-
vide the matching fuy.ction to the succeeding base and since the tuned circuit
impedance is much higher than the input impedance of the transistor, the
value of C2 is much larger than the maximum capacitance of the varactor.
Since V varies effectively 9 to 1 in order to tune the band, the attenustion
produced by this divider will vary 9 to 1 slso; being greatest at the high
frequency end where the varactor capacitance is smallest. It will be
rElI'smbered that the equal bandwidth circuitry produced a 9 to 1 variation
also with thegainvariationexactlythereverseof that produced by the
varactor divider. The net result is constant stage gain. We have now achieved
equal bandwidth and equal gainand thus have removed the basic limitations
to a successful TRF design.

Figure 4 shows a 'complete singlestageamplifierexclusiveof coI::ponents
required fortrackinga multiplicity of stages.

FI C, '-f

This laboratory has constructed and tra:ked a six stage an:plifier ir.
this fashion followad by the necessary sub-amp amplification with selectivity
performance at all broadcast band frequencies at least equal to the best
superheterodyne available for general use by the public. The 6 db bandwidth,
however, is limited by the 100 maximum circuit Q to a minimum of 5 to 6 kc
which, though ideal for general use, will notMeettherequireMents for DX
use ",heresingle sideband reception at one edge of a narrow pOissband is
sometimesnecessary to receive foreign stations only a few kilocycles remc'Jed
from a local station. The adjacent channel attenuation of 30 db, not includ-

. 'lng the loop selectivity, is alsonot enough for serious DXing but equals or
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An interesting additional feature appears possible by utili:z.ing the scan

possibili ties provided by the varactor preselector. If we provide a swi teh
to change from an operating to a standby position, and it switches the
varactors from the tuning potentiometer to a sawtooth scan voltage having a
frequency of about one scan every 5 seconds, it is possible to electronically
sample the activity of the entire band. If this information is detected and
integrated by a large diode load capacitor to a time constant of about 1
minute, we will have an effective propaGation activity index. This info=a-
tioD CUl be presented as Ii second scale on the "5" meter and will show rather
small deflection during daytime and, of course, much larger deflections at
night depending on propagation conditions. It is then a simple matter to add
a control that can be preset to sound an alarm whenever reception conditions
exceed a pre-determined level. This will prevent >Jasting time listening when
conditions are poor and at the same time avoid the possibility of missing any
exceptionally good reception periods. If the latter occurs in the middle of
the night, the theory is that the operator, after turning off the alarm, will
switch to the operating condition and proceed to log all sorts of neW stations.
This, of course, assumes that he has more resolve than this writer when a
warm bed becons. It should be restated that this is in the nature of an
armchair idea - conceived but ungestated and unborn. The writer would be
interested in hearing from members having any opinion, one way or the other,
as to whether such a device would prove useful and what form it should take,
if different from the above.

--J. A. \'Iorcester
Worcester Electronics Laboratory
R. D. 1
Frankfort, NY 13340


